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Mexico bill would allow transgender individuals to change the sex listed on their birth

certificates without undergoing sex reassignment surgery. AB 3938 would allow people to
switch the birth certificate sex indicator on a birth certificate without receiving sex

reassignment surgery. Under the bill, people would need to provide medical evidence
indicating that they’ve been assigned a different sex. The bill would also need to be passed

by the New Mexico Legislature. ADVERTISEMENT The legislation has been greeted with
mixed reactions. One state representative, Steve Lerma, said that he was in favor of

changing the birth certificate of transgender individuals “so that they can match the gender
marker on their driver’s license.” “We know that people are concerned about their privacy,”
he said. “And we know that there are different opinions on whether or not there should be a

birth certificate at all. But everyone should have a birth certificate.” State Rep. Benjamin
Todd (R) said that he supported the bill because transgender individuals were “not having

the surgery that is supposed to occur.” “It gives the person an added level of security,” Todd
said. “A lot of people end up in trouble for giving incorrect information on their driver’s

license or something like that. It kind of puts these people at ease.” ADVERTISEMENT The
manager of Public Policy for Equality New Mexico said that the state did not see any harm in

the legislation.
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the first pakistani to be nominated as best benju artist of 2017 is ustad
noor baksh. the video of him playing raja hindustani went viral on social

media, and now it has over 4 million views. he has also won a nomination
as best benju artist of 2017. mumbai: kunal khemu turns a year old today.
birthday boy debuted with sir (1993) as a child actor but gained fame with
zakhm and raja hindustani, but he was not able to advance his career as a

solo hero. kunal is known for films like kalyug, dhol and traffic signal.
mumbai: kunal khemu turns a year old today. birthday boy debuted with

sir (1993) as a child actor but gained fame with zakhm and raja
hindustani, but he was not able to advance his career as a solo hero. kunal
is known for films like kalyug, dhol and traffic signal. the now-viral clip was
posted on instagram by daniyal ahmed. in the 4-minute video, ustad noor

baksh can be seen playing an instrument called the balochi benju. he
played the popular song from the 1996 film raja hindustani with a smile on
his face throughout. the effortless way in which ustad noor baksh played

the instrument will simply soothe your soul. mumbai: the cast and crew of
the salman khan-directed dabangg will spend the next few days shooting
the song "baat ek raat ki" from the film in a mumbai slum called kamla

nagar. the makers of the film have already spent close to rs. 40 crore on
making the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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